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Summary

NASA is developing an architecture standard for software-defined radios used in space- and ground-based platforms to enable commonality among radio developments to enhance capability and services while reducing mission and programmatic risk. Transceivers (or transponders) with functionality primarily defined in software (e.g., firmware) have the ability to change their functional behavior through software alone. This radio architecture standard offers value by employing common waveform software interfaces, method of instantiation, operation, and testing among different compliant hardware and software products. These common interfaces within the architecture abstract application software from the underlying hardware to enable technology insertion independently at either the software or hardware layer. This paper presents the initial Space Telecommunications Radio System (STRS) Architecture for NASA missions to provide the desired software abstraction and flexibility while minimizing the resources necessary to support the architecture.

Software-Defined Radios in Space

Software-defined radio (SDR) has emerged as a revolutionary approach to developing and operating communication radios for a broad range of domains including commercial, military, and public service. Advances in digital signal processing and computing power have evolved radio implementations from being primarily electronically (i.e., hardware) based to being firmware- and/or software-based. Each of these application domains has leveraged reconfigurable hardware to satisfy the specific desired operating requirements (refs. 1 to 4). In many of these domains, engineers have pursued standards or other sets of rules to establish the policies required to achieve a desired degree of commonality within the domain for development and operations (refs. 5 to 8).

As NASA enters the future of space science and exploration, the growth of reconfigurable electronics offers the opportunity to improve the way space missions develop and operate space transceivers for communications and navigation. Reconfigurable SDRs with communications and navigation functions implemented in software (e.g., firmware) provide the capability to change the functionality of the radio during mission development or after launch. Changing the operating characteristics of a radio after it has been deployed to space offers the flexibility to adapt to new science opportunities. By adapting generic space platforms to meet specific mission requirements, SDRs can recover from anomalies within the science payload or communication system and potentially reduce development cost and risk.

Traditional approaches to radio development have been exemplified by proprietary or custom implementations in application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), meeting a specific set of mission requirements. The advent of software-based radio functionality offers NASA the opportunity to separate the software proliferation and its associated complexities from the underlying and evolving reprogrammable hardware technology by adopting an open architecture standard. An SDR architecture may be defined as “...a comprehensive, consistent set of functions, components, and design rules according to which radio communication systems may be organized, designed, constructed, deployed, operated, and evolved over time. A useful architecture partitions functions and components such that (a) functions are assigned to components clearly and (b) physical interfaces among components correspond to logical interfaces among functions” (ref. 9).

NASA is developing the STRS Architecture (refs. 10 to 12) as an open architecture standard. If adopted, this architecture will reduce dependence on ad hoc implementations, which have inherent risks. These implementations leave NASA dependent upon the proprietary developments, and they provide unique operation and test interfaces, varying hardware descriptions,
software development artifacts, and documentation standards. These developments are typically not extensible or scalable, and do not enable design reuse or other economies of a standard, open architecture approach.

NASA can successfully apply SDR technology in a common way across missions while preserving the unique implementations necessary to meet specific mission needs by developing radios that are based on an open architecture standard. An open architecture standard promotes the use of published, well-defined interfaces that enable different vendors to provide radios that conform to the interface standard, thus providing commonality among different implementations at the operation and test interfaces and enabling interoperability between providers of different hardware and software elements. Standard interfaces provide flexibility for component replacement, technology insertion, and risk reduction through standard hardware and software component reuse. Standards promote the growth of a large base of domain experts—Agency personnel, software and hardware providers, and the user and operations communities—all knowledgeable of the common standard. NASA’s goal in developing the STRS standard is to simultaneously capture the benefits of SDR technology and the economies and benefits of an open architecture standard.

While the STRS architecture is applicable to both space and ground domains, NASA tailored the architecture definition to be responsive to the unique constraints and challenges posed by operating in the space environment.

**Space environment.**—Space components are designed to withstand space effects, single event upsets, total ionizing dose, and ionizing dose rate. The performance of radiation capable processors is a generation or two behind their terrestrial equivalents, which limits their capability.

**Spacecraft resources.**—Size, weight, and power (SWaP) are premium space resources. The limited availability of these resources constrains the radios conforming to the architecture.

**Reliability and availability.**—Software-based radios and changes to on-orbit configurations must meet high reliability requirements, especially for safety-critical applications such as crewed spacecraft.

**Static waveform deployment.**—Waveforms will deploy on-orbit in a predicted manner based on careful and verified ground testing for the intended platform configuration. Waveform changes during flight will be made in controlled conditions, through a commanded sequence from ground control.

**Long mission development times.**—The development time of space radios is often much longer than terrestrial equivalents. Late changes or evolving requirements must be accommodated with software once hardware is fixed early in the design cycle.

The STRS architecture, designed to be responsive to the uniqueness of the space environment, ensures that NASA will benefit from systems that can be reprogrammed with new software years into the future, and will enable NASA to capture the natural economies that arise in an open-standard environment.

### STRS Architecture Description

The STRS provides commonality to develop, operate, and maintain space- and ground-based reprogrammable assets. The STRS is composed of the architecture standard, compliance and certification laboratory, repository of hardware, software components and artifacts, an acquisition model tailored to maximize the benefits of an open architecture, reference implementations, and associated technology programs to advance the components of space radios.

The STRS architecture standard defines both internal and external radio interfaces as illustrated in figure 1. Internally, the architecture describes the connections between radio components, beginning with the operating environment separating the waveform application from the underlying hardware (on the general purpose processing module, defined later) and the interconnections among different radio components. The STRS open architecture definition identifies interfaces and applies rules for the hardware and software to realize the benefits of SDR.

The radio functions are distributed among various modules to organize platform services and waveform functions within the radio. Modules are a logical division of functionality (with specific physical implementation of the architecture left to the designer) to maintain common interface descriptions, terminology, and documentation among SDR developments. Figure 1 shows several modules. The general purpose processing module (GPM) provides the basic software execution process based on general purpose processors. The GPM is a required module within the STRS radio to support the execution of the software-based operating environment responsible for waveform instantiation and execution, certain radio services, and hardware abstraction. The signal processing module (SPM) conducts high-speed data and signal processing and clock distribution and may provide an external interface to the payload data. Radiofrequency module(s) (RFM) provide radiofrequency (RF) front-end functions for waveforms anticipated to operate in the ultra high frequency (UHF, S, X, Ku, and Ka frequency bands, which are allocated for use by NASA in space. Other modules not explicitly shown include a security module or optical module as required by the transceiver.

The hardware abstraction layer (HAL) is among the SPM interfaces that provide the library of functions that offer a platform-independent view of the specialized hardware (e.g., field programmable gate array (FPGA)) algorithm implementations by abstracting the physical hardware interfaces. It implements the software that is directly dependent on the underlying hardware. The proposed standard requires that developers publish hardware interfaces (i.e., HAL application programming interface (API)) such as FPGA data and control interfaces. The HAL API must include a description of each method and/or function used, including its calling sequence, return values, and functionality explanation.
permits NASA to access the developer’s proprietary, intellectual property associated with the waveform algorithms by exposing the interfaces used in the FPGA or other hardware for subsequent developments or corrections without relying on the continuing involvement of the original developer, as traditional radios require.

The hardware interface definition (HID) requires developers to provide a description of the physical hardware interfaces used in the implementation and a mapping of the control interfaces to each of the modules. These HIDs are provided by the module developers to allow NASA to augment or replace modules from in-house and outside sources, possibly from other than the original vendor. Competing existing radio modifications or additions instead of relying on sole source contracts to legacy providers offers an opportunity for cost reduction.

Examples of the HID include interface type, transfer speeds, signal definition, addressing, data width, timing, control signals, messages, interrupts, hardware and software boundary (model, drivers, custom interfaces, and operating environment), and implementation summary (size, weight, power consumption, radiation level, and reliability).

Figure 2 illustrates internal software interfaces. Represented as multiple layers, the software interfaces provide applications access to the hardware platform or platform services through the APIs and STRS operating environment (OE).

OE elements include STRS infrastructure, real-time operating system (RTOS), HAL, board support packages (BSP), and Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX). The OE abstracts the platform hardware (e.g., processors and specialized hardware) and makes the software portable to a new platform. To comply with the STRS architecture, the radio developers must provide an STRS infrastructure that supports the interfaces and radio services used to execute and control the STRS applications as specified in the architecture standard. Platform services provided by the infrastructure to the application or waveform include waveform control, spacecraft timing, file management, and others. Services may include those provided by the operating system and/or custom services provided by the infrastructure. Other elements of the OE such as the RTOS provide access to processor operating system (OS) services and functions and a minimum POSIX profile for the allowed OS services.

APIs, a key aspect of the software architecture, are used to facilitate software configuration and control of the target platform. The philosophy on which the STRS architecture is based avoids the conflict between open architecture and proprietary implementations by specifying a minimum set of APIs to execute waveform applications and deliver data and control messages to hardware components. Application-specific control and data message contents are encapsulated in data elements, which are transported to destination components that
have the knowledge to use the contained data. In this manner, STRS is decoupled from the intellectual property rights of platform, waveform, and module developers. The definition of APIs is based on a set of sequence diagrams derived from the use cases identified in the STRS Software Architecture Concepts and Analysis document (ref. 12).

The STRS software subsystem in figure 3 is a view of the software elements and logical connections of the OE and STRS applications. The STRS applications include communication waveforms and supporting dedicated services that inherit the POSIX, STRS, and waveform application programming interfaces.
An STRS waveform comprises the end-to-end functionality (e.g., modulation, coding, frequency conversion, and filtering) and bidirectional transformations applied to information content that is transmitted over the air. Dedicated services are used to support STRS waveforms and provide mission-specific services such as navigation (ref. 13), networking link monitoring, data compression, and others. As the architecture matures and functional boundaries expand, higher-level waveform function interfaces will be added to the architecture to support common interfaces to networking and security applications.

Dedicated services may be used to extend the capabilities of the STRS infrastructure by creating new platform services. This provides a mechanism to both evolve and scale the architecture based on mission requirements (mission-specific services). For example, missions with unique network requirements could create dedicated services to provide advanced networking capabilities such as routing packets between multiple STRS nodes.

The waveform applications can be distributed upon various processing elements and specialized hardware (e.g., FPGA and/or digital signal processor (DSP)) as determined by the radio developer. The waveform developer can make this allocation choice depending upon the waveform requirements and the capabilities of the target radio platform.

STRS waveform applications use platform services in the form of specific APIs defined by the architecture. The platform services are designed to reduce the time to port waveforms from one platform to another since the same set of interfaces and services are provided by each platform. The architecture promotes waveform application code reuse by providing a library of compliant, reusable software routines.

STRS applications use three sets of interfaces to interact with the STRS OE, as depicted in figure 3. The architecture strives to use standard interfaces already defined and available. (1) The minimum POSIX interface (ref. 14) to the RTOS is the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) PSE51 profile that provides a uniform mechanism to access operating system services. Larger profiles PSE52 and PSE53 are also supported by the architecture, with upward compatibility. (2) The STRS API provides the interface to the STRS infrastructure for radio control, system management, device control, and messaging. (3) The waveform API specifies the set of interfaces and functions that STRS application developers must implement. These interfaces are used by the STRS infrastructure to control and configure the application. In addition, the HAL API defined by the platform developer presents an interface to the lower-level device drivers required to support specialized hardware. It also defines the physical and logical interfaces for intermodule and intramodule integration.

Specialized hardware represents interfaces to the physical layer hardware modules and external systems existing on the spacecraft.

Finally, STRS configuration files contain platform and waveform specific information to customize waveform installation using eXtensible Markup Language (XML), validated by a unique XML schema for either platform or waveform configurations. Platform configuration files provide the STRS infrastructure with information about the devices and modules installed in the system and the device drivers required to perform radio operations.

STRS Reference Implementations

Multiple locations are developing STRS reference implementations using different platforms and operating systems. Glenn Research Center (GRC) is developing a reference implementation on a Spectrum Signal Processing, SDR–3000, a commercial off-the-shelf SDR platform. The GRC operating environment used on the SDR–3000 consists of the Wind River VxWorks RTOS and vendor-supplied board support package. The STRS infrastructure is developed in C++ and will support the deployment of STRS waveform applications written in either C or C++.

The reference implementation has matured the application, device, and infrastructure APIs. Application APIs have been grouped similarly to the Joint Tactical Radio System Software Communications Architecture (JTRS SCA) and Object Management Group (OMG)/SWRadio resource component model interfaces such as “ControllableComponent,” “LifeCycle,” “PropertySet,” “TestableObject,” and “ComponentIdentifier” (ref. 15).

Other APIs categories include Messaging/Interprocess Communications, Device Control, Platform Services (Infrastructure), System Management, and Application/Waveform Control.

The architecture does not require deployment of XML but instead allows developers to transform the XML to a compact, platform-specific form that requires fewer resources to store and parse. The GRC implementation uses eXtensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) to transform the XML language to a variation of S-expressions, a data structure found in the LISP programming language (ref. 15).

At General Dynamics–advanced Information Systems in Scottsdale, Arizona, two STRS environments have been developed. The first platform consists of Microsoft’s .NET that provides OS services to evaluate the capability of the STRS APIs. This platform enables rapid development of the STRS capabilities without being burdened with an embedded environment. Using this platform, a global positioning system waveform was implemented integrating a bitwise simulation of specialized signal processing with a STRS-compliant waveform. The second environment consisted of Wind River’s VxWorks RTOS, executing on the General Dynamics StarLight Space SDR development platform, providing the first integration of specialized signal processing hardware with STRS. The GPS waveform, written using Microsoft .NET, was easily ported to the VxWorks-StarLight platform. The waveform was then validated by tracking multiple on-orbit GPS satellites. In addition, General Dynamics has implemented an STRS-compliant Ranging Crosslink Waveform that is applicable to
formation flying missions providing centimeter resolution between spacecrafts.

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory began a reference implementation on an Electra space platform. Initial work included modifying the RTEMS OS to be POSIX-compliant and developing the API set.

These reference implementations demonstrate the architecture’s extensibility and scalability to easily adapt between platforms and operating systems.

Vendor Perspective on STRS

The STRS architecture provides radio vendors with the capability to respond more quickly and effectively to new business opportunities. This capability is a result of three factors. First, the adoption of the STRS architecture as the basis for future radio procurement opportunities provides a consistent framework for requirements and capabilities for NASA to use when specifying mission functionality. Second, radio vendors can make use of a mature and consistent understanding of the core environment of the radio to increase existing hardware and software reuse. Third, new procurements can be structured to stipulate new waveform developments on existing platforms.

STRS platforms may initially have higher costs compared to using the historical approach to space radio development. The extra cost for these new platforms is incurred because implementing the API standards and interface verifications for the first time adds development and test costs. Testing is typically the source of a large fraction of the program costs and unproven designs represent the greatest risk component. The modular STRS architecture directly addresses this by providing the capability to incrementally update or enhance an existing platform with a new module or component, rather than develop an entirely new radio. This approach permits a higher technology readiness level (TRL) (ref. 16) to be achieved for these STRS radios over time, determined by the reuse of STRS platform modules and components. Testing is dramatically reduced compared to a new platform, since testing can be confined to focus on (1) the interactions between the new module and the preexisting components and (2) performance of the new module.

After the initial development, subsequent modifications and reuse of the developed platform can take advantage of heritage test processes and software to reduce both test and development costs. As the STRS technology base grows, stable platforms will emerge, consisting of hardware, STRS components (e.g., APIs and HAL), and waveform components. These stable, high TRL platforms will permit rapid, low-cost, low-risk introduction of new waveforms and services. Noteworthy life-cycle cost reductions are anticipated from the introduction of STRS platforms and the stability of the product line, which permits continuous improvement in manufacturing and test processes, as well as refinement of platform and waveform development processes.

Recommendations made by industry participants have produced a database of specific change proposals to the STRS architecture. Over 100 changes to STRS Rev 1.0 have been proposed thus far. Architecture changes include improved taxonomy, specific API changes, improved API descriptions, HID changes to specify physical interfaces and software interfaces separately, and HAL changes to include specifics on configuration and control, functional behaviors, and input/output abstractions.

Conflicting industry feedback is resolved within the SDR Forum, Space Work Group. Over 20 companies have participated on STRS through the SDR Forum. Topics discussed include leverage of the OMG SWRadio Standard (ref. 17) and JTRS SCA for Space, component-based architecture in addition to the current API-based definition, and improvements to the hardware interface definition and signal processing abstraction (i.e., HAL) definitions.

Application to Deep Space, Exploration, and Science Missions

SDRs have the potential to reduce cost and risk and provide enhanced capabilities for a majority of the NASA missions, from small, size- and power-constrained rovers operating on planetary surfaces, to orbiting space outposts. The goal of the STRS standard is to provide the flexibility to allow the radio developer to optimize their implementation for this range of capabilities but retain the benefits of a common standard.

To provide the scalability required for the range of mission types, STRS-compliant radio implementations will vary. For example, an extra vehicular activity (EVA) radio may not have the SWaP available to support extra memory for upgrades to meet future requirements. This would limit the number of waveform services that must be implemented. At the other end of the spectrum, a planetary outpost will likely be upgraded over time to satisfy evolving requirements for new mission objectives. The planetary outpost radio designs must consider how the new capabilities will be integrated into the existing implementation. In this case, new RF front ends to support a new frequency band or new waveforms may be added after initial operations. The STRS standard requires that the original radio vendor publishes information about the RF front end and waveform interfaces providing flexibility to NASA to successfully develop and integrate new RF front ends or waveforms into the current system without relying on the original provider.

New capabilities will also be needed to support the number of elements planned for future deep space missions (ref. 18). These elements will require extensive networking capability to meet science needs and provide the needed schedule flexibility. Security concerns to protect data integrity and confidentiality will be increased in the networking, multiuser environment. The STRS architecture anticipates these evolutions and provides an extensible path to support the envisioned capabilities, either as new applications within the radio or as external services.
Table I lists the differences in the characteristics of the NASA missions and how an STRS radio implementation might vary to meet the requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example applications</th>
<th>Mission characteristics</th>
<th>Architecture characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rover and surface elements</td>
<td>Highly constrained SwAP</td>
<td>Designed for minimal memory footprint and processing capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVA radios</td>
<td>Single-frequency band and/or channel</td>
<td>One-time programmable FPGAs and ASICs (fixed waveform)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 to 3 duplex, low to medium data rate links</td>
<td>HID at radio level (RFM integrated with signal processing module (SPM))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exposed to harsh space environment</td>
<td>Few or no dedicated services implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited or no reconfiguration</td>
<td>Waveform models and software re usable for future missions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbiting relays</td>
<td>Multiple frequency bands and/or channels</td>
<td>Unique, mission-dependent form factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launch vehicles</td>
<td>Multipoint-to-multipoint communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near-Earth and deep space science spacecraft</td>
<td>Low to very high data rates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navigation and networking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reconfigurable post-launch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space station</td>
<td>Flexible SwAP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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